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SUBMISSION GUIDELINES:
Article length: 800–1,500 words submitted in digital format (i.e., 
Microsoft Word). R&D articles can be up to 3,000 words.
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and other biographical information.
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FEATURE: Residual Clearance and EOD
After land is cleared, how is support maintained for residual clearance and spot tasks? 
Who should be responsible for maintaining this capacity? After a country declares itself 
“mine-free,” should it still expect support for explosive remnants of war clearance, risk 
education and victim assistance services from the international donor community? Ex-
plosive ordnance disposal (EOD) presents significant challenges even in countries that 
have been post-conflict for decades. What new strategies are being used to clear ordnance 
in contaminated urban and rural areas? What residual EOD ca pacity is needed after a 
region or country is declared safe?  The Journal seeks articles on best practices in residual 
clearance and EOD. Case studies and lessons learned are strongly encouraged.

SPECIAL REPORT: Donor Funding
What effect has shrinking donor support had on the mine action (MA) and conven-
tional weapons destruction (CWD) community? What strategies help national pro-
grams and nonprofits attract and maintain funding? What impact are donors looking 
for as they seek to invest limited funds? Are there specific strategies for attracting new 
donors? The Journal invites articles on securing donor funding and strategies to make 
MA and CWD programs sustainable.      

FOCUS: Land Release
The Journal seeks articles on best practices in land release. What land-release practices 
and challenges are emerging? How will the new International Mine Action Standards for 
land release affect national, regional and local clearance? How are quality control and re-
sidual-liability issues managed? How is clearance evaluated before and after land release? 
What is the long-term impact of clearance on local communities? Should standards 
require clearing every last mine? Articles with examples, case studies, lessons learned and 
viewpoints are encouraged. 
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